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In the predawn hours of a gloomy February day in 1994, two thieves entered the National
Gallery in Oslo and made off with one of the world's most famous paintings, Edvard Munch's
Scream. It was a brazen crime committed while the whole world was watching the opening
ceremonies of the Winter Olympics in Lillehammer. Baffled and humiliated, the Norwegian
police turned to the one man they believed could help: a half English, half American undercover
cop named Charley Hill, the world's greatest art detective.The Rescue Artist is a rollicking
narrative that carries readers deep inside the art underworld -- and introduces them to a large
and colorful cast of titled aristocrats, intrepid investigators, and thick-necked thugs. But most
compelling of all is Charley Hill himself, a complicated mix of brilliance, foolhardiness, and
charm whose hunt for a purloined treasure would either cap an illustrious career or be the fiasco
that would haunt him forever.

“There has never been a better book on art crime.”From Publishers WeeklyThe little-known
world of art theft is compellingly portrayed in Dolnick's account of the 1994 theft and recovery of
Edvard Munch's iconic painting The Scream. The theft was carried out with almost comical ease
at Norway's National Gallery in Oslo on the very morning that the Winter Olympics began in that
city. Despite the low-tech nature of the crime, the local police were baffled, and Dolnick (Down
the Great Unknown; Madness on the Couch) makes a convincing case that the fortunate
resolution of the investigation was almost exclusively due to the expertise, ingenuity and daring
of the "rescue artist" of the title: Charley Hill, a Scotland Yard undercover officer and former
Fulbright scholar who has made recovering stolen art treasures his life's work. Hill is a larger-
than-life figure who seems lifted from the pages of Elmore Leonard, although his adversaries in
this inquiry are fairly pedestrian. While the path to the painting's retrieval is relatively
straightforward once some shady characters put the word out that they can get their hands on it,
the narrative's frequent detours to other crimes and engaging escapades from Hill's past elevate
this work above last year's similar The Irish Game by Matthew Hart. 16 pages of b&w and 8
pages of color photos not seen by PW.Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of
Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.About the AuthorEdward Dolnick is the author of Down the
Great Unknown and the Edgar Award-winning The Rescue Artist. A former chief science writer
at the Boston Globe, he has written for The Atlantic Monthly, the New York Times Magazine, and
many other publications. He lives with his wife near Washington, D.C.From School Library
JournalAdult/High School–A compelling account of the 1994 theft of one of the world's most
famous paintings, The Scream. Dolnick focuses on the hero of the case, Scotland Yard's Art
Squad specialist Charley Hill. Because of Hill's earlier success in retrieving stolen art treasures,
he was charged with the difficult job of locating the painting and successfully retrieving it in its



original condition. While the author keeps readers in suspense as he digresses frequently to tell
the story of other notorious art thefts and art thieves, diligent readers will be treated to a nail-
biting, edge-of-your-seat account of the painting's rescue. Along the way, Dolnick imparts a great
deal of information not only about Edvard Munch, but also about the art world's surprisingly lax
security measures and the lack of motivation on the part of authorities charged with retrieving art
treasures. In spite of the asides, this is a tightly woven, fast-paced story. Teens interested in art
and/or investigative journalism will enjoy this real-life whodunit.–Catherine Gilbride, Farifax
County Public Library, VACopyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier
Inc. All rights reserved.From BooklistDolnick attempts to disabuse readers of the notion that art
thieves are glamorous, yet he can't help but contribute to our fascination with art crime because
the stories he tells are so full of daring, bizarre twists, and unsolved mysteries. His lively and
episodic tour of the art underworld covers some of the same terrain as Matthew Hart's The Irish
Game: A True History of Crime and Art (2004) until he veers off to profile art sleuth Charley Hill,
an intriguing man who loves the adrenalin rush of undercover work. The amazing story of Hill's
recovery of Edvard Munch's The Scream, brazenly snatched from Norway's National Gallery on
the day the 1994 Olympic Winter Games opened in a nearby city, is a movie waiting to be shot.
Dolnick is equally engaging in his discussion of why art crime is a "thriving industry" and in his
chronicle of Munch's life, how The Scream became a pop icon, and the theft of another version
of the painting 10 years later. Where there's art, there are thieves and electrifying stories to tell.
Donna SeamanCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reservedExcerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The Rescue ArtistA True Story of Art, Thieves, and
the Hunt for a Missing MasterpieceBy Edward DolnickHarperCollins Publishers, Inc.Copyright ©
2006Edward DolnickAll right reserved.Chapter OneBreak-inOslo, NorwayFebruary 12,
19946:29 A.M.In the predawn gloom of a Norwegian winter morning, two men in a stolen car
pulled to a halt in front of the National Gallery, Norway's preeminent art museum. They left the
engine running and raced acrossthe snow. Behind the bushes along the museum's front wall
they found theladder they had stashed away earlier that night. Silently, they leaned the ladder
against the wall.A guard inside the museum, his rounds finished, basked in the warmthof the
basement security room. He had paperwork to take care of, whichwas a bore, but at least he
was done patrolling the museum, inside andout, on a night when the temperature had fallen to
fifteen degrees. He hadtaken the job only seven weeks before.The guard took up his stack of
memos grudgingly, like a student turningto his homework. In front of his desk stood a bank of
eighteen closedcircuittelevision monitors. One screen suddenly flickered with life. Theblack-and-
white picture was shadowy -- the sun would not rise for anotherninety minutes -- but the
essentials were clear enough. A man bundled in aparka stood at the foot of a ladder, holding it
steady in his gloved hands. His companion had already begun to climb. The guard struggled
through hispaperwork, oblivious to the television monitors.The top of the ladder rested on a sill
just beneath a tall window on thesecond floor of the museum. Behind that window was an exhibit
celebratingthe work of Norway's greatest artist, Edvard Munch. Fifty-six ofMunch's paintings



lined the walls. Fifty-five of them would be unfamiliarto anyone but an art student. One was
known around the world, an iconas instantly recognizable as the Mona Lisa or van Gogh's Starry
Night. In poster form, it hung in countless dorm rooms and office cubicles; it featured endlessly
in cartoons and on T-shirts and greeting cards. This was The Scream.The man on the ladder
made it to within a rung or two of the top, losthis balance, and crashed to the ground. He
staggered to his feet and stumbledback toward the ladder. The guard sat in his basement
bunker unawareof the commotion outside. This time the intruder made it up the ladder.
Hesmashed the window with a hammer, knocked a few stubborn shards ofglass out of the way,
and climbed into the museum. An alarm sounded. Inhis bunker, the guard cursed the false alarm.
He walked past the array oftelevision screens without noticing the lone monitor that showed
thethieves, stepped over to the control panel, and set the alarm back to zero.The thief turned to
The Scream -- it hung only a yard from the window -- and snipped the wire that held it to the wall.
The Scream, at roughly two feet by three feet, was big and bulky. With an ornate frame and
sheets of protective glass both front and back, it was heavy, too -- a difficult load to carry out a
window and down a slippery metal ladder. The thief leaned out the window as far as he could
and placed the painting on the ladder. "Catch!" he whispered, and then, like a parent sending his
toddler down a steep hill on a sled, he let go.His companion on the ground, straining upward,
caught the slidingpainting. The two men ran to their car, tucked their precious cargo intothe back
seat, and roared off. Elapsed time inside the museum: fifty seconds.In less than a minute the
thieves had gained possession of a paintingvalued at $72 million.It had been absurdly easy.
"Organized crime, Norwegian style," a Scotland Yard detective would later marvel. "Two men
and a ladder!"* * *At 6:37 a.m. a gust of wind whipped into the dark museum and set thecurtains
at the broken window dancing. A motion detector triggered asecond alarm. This time the guard,
24-year-old Geir Berntsen, decidedthat something was wrong. Panicky and befuddled, he
thrashed about tryingto sort out what to do. Check things out himself? Call the police?Berntsen
still had not noticed the crucial television monitor, which nowdisplayed a ladder standing
unattended against the museum's front wall.Nor had he realized that the alarm had come from
room 10, where TheScream hung.Berntsen phoned his supervisor, who was at home in bed and
halfasleep,and blurted out his incoherent story. In midtale, yet another alarmsounded. It was
6:46 a.m. Fully awake now, Berntsen's supervisor holleredat him to call the police and check the
monitors. At almost precisely thesame moment, a police car making a routine patrol through
Oslo's emptystreets happened to draw near the National Gallery. A glance told the tale:a dark
night, a ladder, a shattered window.The police car skidded to a stop. One cop radioed in the
break-in, andtwo others ran toward the museum. The first man to the ladder scrambledhis way to
the top, and then, like his thief counterpart a few minutesbefore, slipped and fell off.Back to the
radio. The police needed another patrol car, to bring theircolleague to the emergency room.
Then they ran into the museum, thistime by way of the stairs.The policemen hurried to the room
with the ladder on the sill. A frigidbreeze flowed in through the broken window. The walls of the
dark roomwere lined with paintings, but there was a blank spot next to the high windowon



University Street. The police ducked the billowing curtains and stepped over the broken glass. A
pair of wire cutters lay on the floor. Someonehad left a postcard.Continues...Excerpted from The
Rescue Artistby Edward Dolnick Copyright © 2006 by Edward Dolnick. Excerpted by
permission.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without
permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the
personal use of visitors to this web site. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Read more
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THE RESCUE ARTISTA TRUE STORY OF ART,THIEVES, AND THE HUNTFOR A MISSING
MASTERPIECEEDWARD DOLNICKFor Sam and BenBeing on the tightrope is living.Everything
else is waiting.—KARL WALLENDACONTENTSPROLOGUEPART ITwo Men and a Ladder1
Break-in2 Easy Pickings3 Whodunit?4 The Priests5 The Art Squad6 The Rescue ArtistPART
IIVermeer and the Irish Gangster7 Screenwriters8 The Man from the Getty9 The General10
Russborough House11 Encounter in Antwerp12 MunchPART IIIThe Man from the Getty13
“Watch the Papers!”14 The Art of Seduction15 First Encounter16 Fiasco at the Plaza17
Russborough House Redux18 Money Is Honey19 Dr. No20 “This Is Peter Brewgal”21 Mona Lisa
Smile22 GangstersPART IVThe Undercover Game23 Crook or Clown?24 Prop Trap25 First
Time Undercover26 The Trick of It27 Front-Row Seat28 A Crook’s Tale29 “Can I Interest You in a
Rembrandt?”30 Traffic StopPART VIn the Basement31 A Stranger32 On the Road33 “Hands
Up!”34 The Thrill of the Hunt35 The Plan36 “Down Those Stairs”37 The End of the
TrailEpilogueAFTERWORDNOTESINDEXACKNOWLEDGMENTSP.S. Insights, Interviews &
More…PRAISE FOR The Rescue ArtistALSO BY EDWARD DOLNICKAbout the authorMeet
Edward DolnickAbout the bookMeeting Mr. HillTravails with Charley: Edward Dolnick on
Frequently Asked QuestionsRead onAuthor’s Picks: Best Heist Films, Best Art Crime
BooksCopyrightAbout the PublisherPROLOGUEJUNE 2004The mismatched pictures stare
down from the wall of the tiny office: Vermeer, Goya, Titian, Munch, Rembrandt. Ordinary
reproductions worth only a few dollars, they are unframed and of different sizes. Several dangle
slightly askew from tacks jammed in the wall. The originals hung in gilt frames in the grandest
museums in the world, and tourists made pilgrimages to see them. Each was worth millions, or
tens of millions.And, at some point in the last several years, each was stolen. Some were
recovered—the tall man who arranged this small display is the one who found them—and some
are still missing. The “curator” of this odd collection dislikes anything that smacks of statistics,
but he is haunted by a melancholy fact: nine out of ten stolen paintings disappear forever.In the
world of art crime, one detective has an unmatched résumé. His name is Charley Hill. The aim of
this book is to explore the art underworld; Hill will serve as our guide. It is odd and unfamiliar
territory, dangerous one moment, ludicrous the next, and sometimes both at once.We will look at
many tales of stolen paintings along the way in order to learn something of the territory in
general, but the story of one world-famous work—The Scream, by Edvard Munch—will serve as
the thread we follow through the labyrinth. A decade ago, Hill had no more connection with that
painting than did any of the millions who recognized it instantly from reproductions and
cartoons.On the morning of February 14, 1994, a phone call changed all that.PART ITwo Men
and a Ladder1Break-inOSLO, NORWAYFEBRUARY 12, 1994 6:29 A.M.In the predawn gloom
of a Norwegian winter morning, two men in a stolen car pulled to a halt in front of the National
Gallery, Norway’s preeminent art museum. They left the engine running and raced across the
snow. Behind the bushes along the museum’s front wall they found the ladder they had stashed
away earlier that night. Silently, they leaned the ladder against the wall.A guard inside the
museum, his rounds finished, basked in the warmth of the basement security room. He had



paperwork to take care of, which was a bore, but at least he was done patrolling the museum,
inside and out, on a night when the temperature had fallen to fifteen degrees. He had taken the
job only seven weeks before.The guard took up his stack of memos grudgingly, like a student
turning to his homework. In front of his desk stood a bank of eighteen closed-circuit television
monitors. One screen suddenly flickered with life. The black-and-white picture was shadowy—
the sun would not rise for another ninety minutes—but the essentials were clear enough. A man
bundled in a parka stood at the foot of a ladder, holding it steady in his gloved hands. His
companion had already begun to climb. The guard struggled through his paperwork, oblivious to
the television monitors.The top of the ladder rested on a sill just beneath a tall window on the
second floor of the museum. Behind that window was an exhibit celebrating the work of
Norway’s greatest artist, Edvard Munch. Fifty-six of Munch’s paintings lined the walls. Fifty-five of
them would be unfamiliar to anyone but an art student. One was known around the world, an
icon as instantly recognizable as the Mona Lisa or van Gogh’s Starry Night. In poster form, it
hung in countless dorm rooms and office cubicles; it featured endlessly in cartoons and on T-
shirts and greeting cards. This was The Scream.The man on the ladder made it to within a rung
or two of the top, lost his balance, and crashed to the ground. He staggered to his feet and
stumbled back toward the ladder. The guard sat in his basement bunker unaware of the
commotion outside. This time the intruder made it up the ladder. He smashed the window with a
hammer, knocked a few stubborn shards of glass out of the way, and climbed into the museum.
An alarm sounded. In his bunker, the guard cursed the false alarm. He walked past the array of
television screens without noticing the lone monitor that showed the thieves, stepped over to the
control panel, and set the alarm back to zero.The thief turned to The Scream—it hung only a
yard from the window—and snipped the wire that held it to the wall. The Scream, at roughly two
feet by three feet, was big and bulky. With an ornate frame and sheets of protective glass both
front and back, it was heavy, too—a difficult load to carry out a window and down a slippery
metal ladder. The thief leaned out the window as far as he could and placed the painting on the
ladder. “Catch!” he whispered, and then, like a parent sending his toddler down a steep hill on a
sled, he let go.His companion on the ground, straining upward, caught the sliding painting. The
two men ran to their car, tucked their precious cargo into the back seat, and roared off. Elapsed
time inside the museum: fifty seconds. In less than a minute the thieves had gained possession
of a painting valued at $72 million.It had been absurdly easy. “Organized crime, Norwegian
style,” a Scotland Yard detective would later marvel. “Two men and a ladder!”At 6:37 A.M. a gust
of wind whipped into the dark museum and set the curtains at the broken window dancing. A
motion detector triggered a second alarm. This time the guard, 24-year-old Geir Berntsen,
decided that something was wrong. Panicky and befuddled, he thrashed about trying to sort out
what to do. Check things out himself? Call the police? Berntsen still had not noticed the crucial
television monitor, which now displayed a ladder standing unattended against the museum’s
front wall. Nor had he realized that the alarm had come from room 10, where The Scream
hung.Berntsen phoned his supervisor, who was at home in bed and half-asleep, and blurted out



his incoherent story. In midtale, yet another alarm sounded. It was 6:46 A.M. Fully awake now,
Berntsen’s supervisor hollered at him to call the police and check the monitors. At almost
precisely the same moment, a police car making a routine patrol through Oslo’s empty streets
happened to draw near the National Gallery. A glance told the tale: a dark night, a ladder, a
shattered window.The police car skidded to a stop. One cop radioed in the break-in, and two
others ran toward the museum. The first man to the ladder scrambled his way to the top, and
then, like his thief counterpart a few minutes before, slipped and fell off.Back to the radio. The
police needed another patrol car, to bring their colleague to the emergency room. Then they ran
into the museum, this time by way of the stairs.The policemen hurried to the room with the
ladder on the sill. A frigid breeze flowed in through the broken window. The walls of the dark
room were lined with paintings, but there was a blank spot next to the high window on University
Street. The police ducked the billowing curtains and stepped over the broken glass. A pair of
wire cutters lay on the floor. Someone had left a postcard.The day of the crime was no ordinary
winter Saturday. February 12 marked the first day of the 1994 Olympic Winter Games, held in
the Norwegian city of Lillehammer. For Norway in general, and for its leading political and
cultural figures in particular, this was a rare chance to bask in the world’s admiring notice.The
opening ceremonies, a happy and controversy-free spectacle, were expected to draw 240
million television viewers. To most of that multitude, the word “Norway” called up only the
vaguest associations. Snow. Fjords. Pine trees. Reindeer, maybe. Blondes, perhaps, or was that
just Sweden? Asked to name a famous Norwegian, most people would draw a blank.In the
minds of the Norwegian establishment, the Olympics were a chance to begin to dispel that
ignorance. When viewers around the world turned on their TV sets, they would see a national
coming-out party. They would see Norway at its best.Instead, they saw a celebration marred by
shock and outrage. “In this beautiful scenery,” lamented the minister of culture, “it is hard to
imagine that such evil things could take place.”The thieves had no such somber thoughts. When
they snatched The Scream, they had left a postcard for the authorities to find. It showed a
painting by the popular Norwegian artist Marit Walle, who specializes in cheerful, cartoon-like
scenes of everyday life. Walle’s Raging Hormones, for instance, depicts two gray-haired matrons
at the beach, binoculars to their eyes, ogling young hunks. The thieves had made their choice as
carefully as shoppers in search of the perfect birthday card. They had settled on a Walle painting
called A Good Story. It shows three men laughing uproariously, red-faced, pounding the table,
gasping for breath. On the back of the card one of the thieves had scribbled, “Thanks for the
poor security.”The security was worse than poor. “All the windows were locked,” the National
Gallery’s director, Knut Berg, told reporters. “We didn’t figure that thieves would climb through
broken glass. There was a lot of glass. I wouldn’t have dared to go through all that
glass.”National Gallery officials, it soon became clear, had made a string of bad decisions. The
Scream had been moved from its customary setting on the National Gallery’s third floor to the
second floor. That was more convenient for visitors, since it was closer to the street, but more
tempting to thieves as well, for the same reason. Knut Berg had been museum director for



twenty years, and for twenty years he had done battle with the politicians who controlled his
budget. Now, on the brink of retirement, he had orchestrated a can’t-miss crowd-pleaser. As he
watched his installers put the show together, Berg had bustled about happily, beaming with
anticipation.His security chief was more wary. “From January through May 1994,” he had
instructed the museum guards in a memo, “Edvard Munch paintings will be exhibited on the first
floor [the second floor, in American usage] in rooms 9, 10, and 12. Cameras … should be
monitored throughout the night. The night guard should vary his routine and should keep a
special eye on the outside walls of the exhibition area. This is a unique exhibition, on the first
floor, and we expect it to draw extra attention.”Bringing The Scream nearer to ground level was a
blunder, and installing the painting next to a window that opened on the street compounded it.
Making matters worse still, the windows of the old brick museum had no protective bars and
were made of ordinary, rather than reinforced, glass. The Scream was not bolted to the wall but
hung from a wire, just like an ordinary painting in an ordinary home, without any connection to
the alarm system.The thieves had prepared carefully. Some of their scouting was surreptitious.
They had found, for example, that the night guard finished his rounds at about six in the morning
and then retreated to his desk. But they carried out much of their research at leisure and in the
open, joining the stream of visitors enjoying the “Festival of Norwegian Culture.” The museum’s
cameras were out-of-date, they saw, and left some vital areas uncovered. In room 10, there were
no cameras at all.Like most good planners, the thieves kept things simple. They focused
exclusively on The Scream, resisting the temptation to pick up other baubles along the way. Nor
did they bother with cutting phone lines or disarming burglar alarms or any such electronic
skullduggery. Speed was the key; if the thieves could get in and out quickly enough, the best
alarms would provide little more than background noise.For several nights before the theft,
workmen at a construction site near the National Gallery had left a ladder lying in plain view. In
the dark of night a few hours before the museum break-in, the thieves walked off with it. (The
building site happened to be at Norway’s largest newspaper, Verdens Gang. For crooks with a
taste for publicity, it was a sweet touch that a newspaper whose job would be to shout out the
story had itself played a bit part in the break-in.)The day before the heist, the thieves stole two
cars, a Mazda and an Audi. Both were in good condition and roomy, well-suited to fast driving
and awkward cargo. The Mazda was the getaway car. The thieves drove a few blocks to where
they had parked the Audi and transferred The Scream to the second car, in case anyone at the
museum had seen them flee. Then they split up and drove off in different directions.Within hours,
everyone with a television set, in every country in the world, knew about the theft. In Norway,
while excited reporters chattered for the cameras, chagrined officials at the National Gallery
picked out a gift-shop poster of their lost masterpiece. The day before, The Scream had reigned
in glory. Now a cheap poster in a flimsy frame hung in its place. Beneath the poster, a hand-
lettered sign read simply: STOLEN!2Easy PickingsNorway’s museum officials had made two far-
reaching mistakes. The first was a failure to focus on details. Buoyed by lofty thoughts about the
glories of great art, the National Gallery had paid too little heed to mundane questions of



security. The second mistake was a failure of imagination. No one would be audacious enough,
museum higher-ups had assured one another, to steal a painting that any buyer would
immediately know was stolen.It’s not that anyone in the art world denies the existence of thieves.
Even the smallest museum hires security guards. But the subject is so unseemly, and the yoking
together of the words “art” and “crime” so much a joining of the sublime and the grimy, that the
art community tends to avert its eyes and hope that the whole nasty subject will go away. Which
is fine with the thieves.For art crime is a huge and thriving industry. Crime statistics are always
dodgy, but Interpol, the international police agency, reckons that the amount of money changing
hands in the art underworld comes to between $4 billion and $6 billion a year. On the roster of
international illicit trade, art crime is number three, trailing only drugs and illegal arms. In Italy
alone, where it is common for a tiny village to boast a church with a fifteenth-century altarpiece,
police say that thieves make off with a museum’s worth of art each year.The bulk of what is
stolen is good but not great (since that is easiest to resell), but cherished masterpieces
disappear, too, and at an alarming rate. In all the world there are only 36 Vermeers. Of that tiny
number, three—The Concert, The Guitar Player, and Lady Writing a Letter with Her Maid—have
been stolen in recent years.*Lady Writing a Letter with Her Maid was snatched off the wall of a
sprawling Irish mansion, found a week later in a cottage 200 miles away and returned to its
owner, then stolen from the same owner a second time a dozen years later. In London, thieves
have stolen the same Rembrandt portrait four times.Within the span of a few months in the
spring and summer of 2003, thieves stole two sixteenth-century masterpieces, each one worth
$50 million or more. In May, thieves clambered up scaffolding outside Vienna’s
Kunsthistorisches Museum and made off with an elaborate gold and ebony saltcellar by
Benvenuto Cellini—”the Mona Lisa of sculptures,” according to the museum’s distraught
director.† In August, two well-dressed, well-spoken thieves in Scotland bought £6 tickets and
joined a tour of Drumlanrig Castle, which houses a renowned art collection. A few minutes later
they put a knife to the throat of the guide, pulled Leonardo da Vinci’s Madonna of the Yarnwinder
off the wall, and strolled away with it. A pair of tourists from New Zealand happened to be visiting
the castle, video camera in hand. They heard an alarm and then nearly collided with a man
climbing over the castle wall. “Don’t worry, love,” one thief said. “We’re the police. This is just
practice.”“When the second man came over the wall,” the couple later told police, “we felt
something was going on.” Then came a third man over the wall, “carrying something under his
arm.” The thieves ran past the pair of gawking tourists (who filmed the entire encounter), climbed
into a VW Golf in the visitors parking lot, and disappeared.The value of the stolen Madonna, one
of only a dozen oil paintings by Leonardo, is almost incalculable. The experts’ guesses range
from a low of $50 million to a high of $235 million, a figure that more than doubles the current
record for the highest price ever paid for a painting.A museum of stolen masterpieces would rival
any of the world’s great treasure houses of art. The Museum of the Missing would fill endless
galleries; the collection of paintings and drawings would include 551 Picassos, 43 van Goghs,
174 Rembrandts, and 209 Renoirs. Vermeer would be there, and Caravaggio and van Eyck and



Cézanne and Titian and El Greco.The assaults on art come from every direction. In Paraguay, in
July 2002, thieves tunneled for 25 yards beneath the street, surfaced in the National Fine Arts
Museum, and disappeared with five old masters with a combined value of well over $1 million. In
Oxford, in December 1999, a cat burglar smashed a skylight in the Ashmolean Museum,
slithered down a rope, and ran off with a Cézanne worth $4.8 million. In Rome, in May 1998,
thieves opted for a “stay-behind,” one of the simplest and most widely employed tactics. Late in
the day, three men entered the National Gallery of Modern Art and hid behind an exhibition
curtain until after closing time. When the visitors had gone home, the thieves emerged from
hiding. Brandishing guns, they grabbed three guards, forced them to shut off the alarms, and
tied them up. Fifteen minutes later, the thieves walked out the front door. They carried with them
two van Goghs and a Cézanne, with a combined worth of $34 million, as well as $860 in cash,
from ticket receipts.If a stolen painting does reappear, it tends to surface in an incongruously
humble setting, like a bewitched princess in a Brothers Grimm story who wakes up in a
woodcutter’s cottage. In 1989, for instance, the superintendent of an apartment co-op in Queens
found a stolen Manet still life called Bouquet of Peonies, valued at up to $5 million, hidden in the
basement behind a washing machine.But most stolen art is gone forever: the overall recovery
rate is about ten percent. The lone bit of good news is that the better the painting, the better the
odds it will someday be found. For the greatest paintings of all—which are the hardest for thieves
to unload, since they can never find legitimate buyers—there is the most reason to hope.Most
often, thieves leave the pizzazz to Hollywood. The pros go more for brute efficiency than for
style. The biggest art theft of modern times could hardly have been simpler. On March 18, 1990,
in Boston, two armed men in police uniforms and dime-store black mustaches showed up at the
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum at 1:20 in the morning. The museum is small and elegant,
and maintained today almost precisely as it was a century ago. The thieves pounded on a side
door and shouted to the guards that they were investigating reports of a disturbance inside the
museum grounds.The guards opened the door, and the two “policemen” rushed in and
overpowered them. It took only a minute. The guards were art school students with scarcely any
security training, earning $6.85 an hour. (In the excitement of the moment, they forgot the central
lesson they had been taught: “In the middle of the night you don’t open that door for God
himself.”) The thieves left the guards handcuffed and gagged in the museum basement. The
guards calmed down quickly, so much so that investigators later suspected they were high at the
time of the break-in. One guard fell asleep while bound in the basement.With the guards out of
the way, the thieves disabled the alarm system—which was not much of a safeguard in any
case, since it sounded only inside the museum itself—and wandered through the galleries for
eighty minutes on a private shopping spree. They helped themselves to a dozen paintings and
drawings, among them Vermeer’s Concert; three Rembrandts, including his only seascape and
an exquisite, stamp-sized self-portrait; Manet’s Chez Tortoni; and five charcoal sketches and
water-colors by Degas. (They stopped a moment to take the video cassette from the security
camera, as well.) The choices were eccentric, or ignorant—the thieves snatched a bronze eagle



from atop a Napoleonic flagstaff but left Titian’s immensely valuable Rape of Europa untouched.
Even so, they fled with treasures worth $300 million.“Tell them you’ll be hearing from us,” the
thieves called to the guards as they left, but no one ever has. In the world of art crime, the
Gardner paintings are the holy grail.Thieves are opportunists, always on the lookout for goods
lying around unprotected. Museums, churches, art galleries, and isolated country houses make
tempting targets, and not only because art connoisseurs respond to art crime with the fluttery
dismay of a Victorian hostess whose guests have unaccountably spoken of sex.The point of
museums, the reason they exist, is to display their treasures to as many people as possible.
Banks, which safeguard literal treasure, have it far easier. They can hide their money in
underground vaults with foot-thick doors and protect it with armed guards and fortress-like
security, and no one will complain. In comparison with even middling banks in midsized cities,
the world’s best museums are as open as street fairs.Security is neglected, too, because even
the greatest museums face chronic money shortages. In the autumn of 2003, at the Tate
Modern, the most popular art museum in Britain, restroom cubicles displayed a notice thanking
an anonymous benefactor for the funds to buy toilet paper. Britain’s National Gallery is scarcely
better off. “We do not get from government even the basic operating costs of this place, what it
costs to open the doors, turn the lights on, and look after the collection,” the director laments.
Museums can always choose to invest in more guards and better alarms, but money spent on
security is money not available for the museum’s true mission.In the United States especially,
museum guards are poorly paid and poorly trained. One large security company looks at how
much McDonald’s pays its employees in a given region and then offers its museum guards fifty
cents an hour less than that. “The people protecting our art,” says security specialist Steven
Keller, “are the ones who couldn’t get jobs flipping burgers.”Some museums have swallowed
hard and installed costly state-of-the-art alarm systems and motion detectors and taken on more
guards. But as security has grown more robust, thieves have grown more brazen. If museums
are locked and monitored by electronic alarms at night, thieves don’t give up; they simply walk
through the front doors during the day. Or, depending on the setting, they smash their way
through ground-floor doors in SUVs. They may well carry guns, and horrified visitors and
shocked (and unarmed) guards scarcely slow them down.From a criminal’s point of view, a
world-renowned painting is a multimillion-dollar bill framed and mounted on a poorly guarded
wall. On a blustery spring day in May 1998, at about lunchtime, a visitor to the Louvre entered
room 67 and approached a small oil painting by Corot, a landscape called Le Chemin de Sèvres
that depicts a quiet country road. Working quickly but calmly in the seldom-visited room, the thief
removed the painting from its frame, left the frame and its glass intact on the wall, and hurried off.
(For a thief, the size of a painting is crucial. The great majority of stolen paintings are small,
because they are easy to hide and to carry.)About an hour later, a tourist noticed the empty
frame and informed a guard. Security ordered all the doors of the sprawling museum shut.
Springing that slow-motion trap took ten minutes. Then, with the thief long gone, museum
guards searched each of the museum’s thousands of visitors. The thief has never been



found.The daylight theft of the $1.3 million painting spurred an official investigation and the firing
of the Louvre’s chief of security. (Two years later, as the bureaucratic battle dragged on, he was
still living rent-free in an apartment in the Louvre.)The investigators’ findings would have made
Pollyanna despair. The Louvre had only an approximate idea of how many artworks it owned and
how many people it employed. Built 800 years ago as a palace and converted to a museum two
centuries ago, the immense complex is an endless and hard-to-patrol maze. Closed-circuit
cameras did not cover the entire museum (room 67 was not monitored), and the camera
systems in different wings of the museum worked independently and could not be scanned from
a central location. Security at the Louvre was so poor, the report noted, that “it would be easier
for a thief to steal one of its 32,000 exhibits than it would be to take an item from a department
store.”Why bother with banks?3Whodunit?FEBRUARY 12, 1994In Norway, it seemed as if every
police officer in the nation was searching for the thieves who had taken The Scream. Exactly
how the crooks planned to cash in on the masterpiece was unclear, but one of their motives was
unmistakable: the theft was a jeering insult, a raised middle finger directed at Norway’s cultural
and political elite. No mere economic crime, this was personal, a what-are-you-going-to-do-
about-it taunt from criminals flaunting their cleverness.That was the point, police assumed, of
timing the crime for the Olympics, when 2,000 reporters were jostling for a story. It explained the
choice of The Scream, one of the modern world’s most recognizable images. It accounted for
the mocking note and the ladder—a gleaming, twelve-foot-long calling card—left defiantly in
place.For the thieves this was multimillion-dollar fun. Just forty minutes after the break-in, the
phone rang at Dagbladet, one of Norway’s major newspapers. It was 7:10 A.M. The caller asked
for the news desk. “You have to get to the National Gallery,” she said. “Something amazing has
happened—somebody stole The Scream and they left a postcard that said ‘Thanks for the poor
security’ ““Who is this?”No reply.“Who’s calling?”The tipster hung up.At 7:30, the National
Gallery’s security chief made a melancholy phone call to Knut Berg, the museum’s director.
“There’s been a burglary. They took The Scream.” Neither man needed to spell out for the other
just how bad the news was.At the same moment, many of Norway’s highest government officials
were together on a private bus headed to Lillehammer to participate in the opening ceremonies
of the Olympic Games. The mood was cheery and, bearing in mind how early it was, almost
festive. Then came the crackle of a news bulletin on the radio. When the bus pulled in to
Lillehammer, it was besieged by reporters shouting questions about The Scream.Answers were
scarce. Back in Oslo, television reporters flocked to the National Gallery to film their stories. “All
we know for certain,” a stunned Knut Berg admitted, “is that, to our sorrow, what could not
happen has happened.”It had happened before, although never to The Scream. In 1980, only a
few years into Berg’s tenure, a drug addict had walked into Norway’s National Gallery in the
middle of the day and walked out with a Rembrandt. He found a buyer for the drawing, a small
study of a man’s head, and pocketed about $10,000, some five percent of the work’s true value.
French police recovered the drawing in Paris six weeks later.In 1982 thieves once again entered
the National Gallery during the day. This time they hid in a storeroom and emerged in the middle



of the night when the guards were in another part of the museum. They grabbed a Gauguin, a
Rembrandt (not the one stolen in 1980), a Goya, and five other works, passed them out a
window to colleagues, and escaped. The theft led National Gallery officials to install additional
alarms and outside cameras and to build the basement alarm station where the guard would
later sit, unmindful of the television monitors, as The Scream was passed out the window.In
1988, thieves broke into the Munch Museum in Oslo, only a mile or two from the National
Gallery. There they stole The Vampire, perhaps Munch’s second best-known painting. Women in
Munch’s work are sometimes desirable, often dangerous, and usually both at once. The Vampire
depicts a red-haired woman biting, or perhaps kissing, the neck of a dark-haired man sprawled
face-down before her.The thief had none of the artist’s subtlety. He simply broke a window,
grabbed the painting, and ran. The alarm sounded, but by the time the guard had hurried from
the far side of the building, he found only broken glass and a blank spot on the wall.In 1993, the
National Gallery was hit again. With the Olympics less than a year off and plans for the
blockbuster exhibition already underway, this was a hard-to-miss warning. The thieves struck on
August 23, in daylight. While one shift of guards replaced another, and while a television crew
filmed in another room, someone walked off with Munch’s Study for a Portrait, which depicts a
sad-eyed young woman looking abstractedly into the middle distance.The work, valued at
$300,000, was not protected by an alarm, nor was it in a room watched by security cameras. In
response, the National Gallery beefed up its security yet again. This time the museum was safe,
Knut Berg declared. During the day, the guards would spot any thief trying to make off with a
painting, and at night the museum was as secure as a fortress.With The Scream gone and the
world watching, the Norwegian police faced enormous pressure. They searched for fingerprints
but came up empty: the thieves had worn gloves. There were no footprints inside the museum
and no identifiable prints or other marks near the ladder. For a brief moment, it seemed that a
tiny, dark stain on a piece of broken glass might be blood. Nope.Police technicians scanned the
museum’s surveillance tapes over and over again, frame by frame. The quality was frustratingly
poor. The thieves did not seem to be wearing masks, but even blown-up pictures of their faces
were too fuzzy to be of any use. A security camera trained on the front of the museum had filmed
the thieves’ car, but the vague shape could not even be identified as a particular make.The
police did crack the tiny mystery of where the ladder had come from, but no one at the building
site had seen anything. The postcard was scarcely more help. The scribbled message on the
back was in colloquial Norwegian, so the police guessed that the thieves were from Norway, but
that was hardly conclusive. Maybe some overseas Mr. Big had planned the job and hired local
talent for the actual break-in.Police appeals for help did not yield a single eyewitness. No one
had seen two men carrying a twelve-foot ladder down the street or driving a car with a ladder
lashed to the roof. Hope surged momentarily when police found a taxi driver who had been
parked near the museum while the thieves came and went, but he insisted that he had been
busy counting his take for the night. If anyone had come running from the museum carrying a
painting, he had missed it.He had looked up long enough to notice and describe in considerable



detail a fair-haired woman, about 25, who had been walking down the street in front of the
museum. Was this the mystery woman who had phoned Dagbladet? The police issued an
urgent plea for help. Would the young woman in the red coat and red slacks, with a long braid,
please come forward?Silence.While the police raced in frantic circles and National Gallery
officials wrung their hands, the Norwegian public looked on with glee. A nation that placed a
higher value on dignity and propriety might have reacted with outrage, but Norwegians treated
the episode as slapstick. Even the figure skating farce at the Olympics—this was the year of
Tonya and Nancy and the Great Kneecapping—was less entertaining.Video footage of the
thieves and their pratfalls on the ladder played endlessly on the news, like a scene from a silent
comedy. The film looked all the sillier because the security cameras somehow made moving
figures look as if they were racing at double speed and in herky-jerky lurches.In living rooms and
pubs across the nation, Norwegians stared delightedly at the tiny, black-and-white figures
propping their ladder up against the wall. They watched the blurry figures slip and slide with their
newly acquired treasure, and they guffawed with delight.Score Round One for the bad
guys.4The PriestsFEBRUARY 1994At police headquarters, at the National Gallery, at Oslo’s
newspapers and television and radio stations, phones rang day and night. Someone waiting for
a bus had seen a man carrying a large plastic bag with a heavy wooden frame peeking out of
the top. A man in a bar had overheard a suspicious conversation between two men sitting
nearby. An ex-con had crucial information that he would happily share with the police in return for
a small consideration.Norway’s tabloids bayed for blood. What had the National Gallery been
thinking? What were the police doing? Who was to blame for this fiasco? Journalists from
around the world posed similar questions in a dozen languages.The minister of culture and the
leaders of the National Gallery disappeared to plot strategy, only to reemerge desperate and
forlorn. What were their options? The state could not pay to get the painting back, even if
someone knew whom to deal with, because Parliament would never agree to pay millions of
dollars of taxpayers’ money to thieves. And if somehow such a deal could be justified politically,
it would set a terrible precedent that would mean open season on every art treasure in a national
collection.With public money ruled off-limits, the chance of a big money reward seemed lost.
Reasoning that even a small reward might be more enticing than none at all, the National Gallery
decided to reach into its own threadbare pocket. For information leading to The Scream’s
recovery, the museum announced, it would offer a reward of KR 200,000, about $25,000. The
painting, the newspapers repeated incessantly, was valued at over $70 million. Nobody bit.The
Norwegian police, in the meantime, had tapped their network of informants but had come up
with nothing but false leads. If someone in Oslo’s underworld had stashed The Scream away, no
one seemed to know it. This was bad news, and even worse than it appeared at first. The police
desperately wanted a breakthrough, to silence their critics and show up the smirking thieves. But
it was not simply a matter of self-respect. The Scream was delicate—the blue of the water in the
middle distance, for instance, is chalk that could vanish with the touch of a careless sleeve—and
every day of exposure was a risk. Thieves who would happily slide a masterpiece down a ladder



might well cut it from its frame, for easier transport, or hide it in a moldy basement or an attic with
a leaky roof.Then, after five days of rumor and confusion but nary a lead, came the first
possibility of a break. Two of Norway’s most controversial figures, priests who had been booted
out of the state church for organizing anti-abortion protests, thrust their way into the middle of
The Scream free-for-all.Before the Olympics began, Ludvig Nessa and BØrre Knudsen had
promised to pull off a “spectacular” protest to publicize their cause. The police knew the ex-
priests well, from run-ins over the course of a decade. Typically Nessa and Knudsen would show
up at a hospital and demand that the doctors stop performing abortions. If all went well, the
hospital would call the police, and the priests in their black robes and white-ruffed collars would
have a chance to make their case in front of the television cameras.Arrests were all to the good,
and so was anything else that drew the public eye to Action New Life. Protests and
demonstrations drew the most attention, but mass mailings were useful, too. Nessa and
Knudsen favored one drawing in particular. A crude cartoon, it showed a woman’s hand crushing
a tiny, helpless figure. Even a glance revealed that the central figure, howling in anguish, was
lifted straight from The Scream.Within a day or two of the theft, a journalist phoned Ludvig
Nessa with a “crazy idea.” Were the two blurry figures on the National Gallery tape in fact Ludvig
Nessa and BØrre Knudsen? Nessa gulped and stammered. The reporter explained his
reasoning and asked his question again. “No comment,” said Nessa.On the morning of February
17, fax machines in every international media outlet in Norway and at every radio and television
station in Oslo began spitting out the priests’ drawing. This time it carried a new message, in
large black letters. “Which is worth more,” the headline shouted, “a painting or a child?”Thrilled
that the stalled hunt was on again, the media descended on Nessa and Knudsen. CNN carried
the story, and so did the BBC and the New York Times. Neither priest answered direct questions
about the theft. “We cannot be too open about this,” Knudsen told reporters. “We have sent a
signal, and we want this signal to be understood, but we have to be a bit cryptic.”Knudsen hinted
at a deal. If Norway’s national television station agreed to show an anti-abortion film called The
Silent Scream, then perhaps the National Gallery might find itself back in possession of its
missing masterpiece.The reporters pleaded for solid information. Did Knudsen know the
whereabouts of The Scream? “No comment.”Would he have been willing to steal the painting to
promote his views?“Yes, absolutely.”The media loved the story, but the police scoffed at it. The
priests were publicity hounds, said Leif Lier, the Norwegian detective in charge of the
investigation, but they weren’t thieves. “We knew them very well, from protests over the years. It
was a good newspaper story, but it was no story for the police at all.”Far from Norway, a small
group of men followed the case intently. They were Scotland Yard detectives, members of an
elite group called the Art and Antiques Unit, better known simply as the Art Squad. The story
broke over the weekend. Monday morning, February 14, 1994, first thing, the head of the Art
Squad phoned his best undercover man.“Charley, did you hear about The Scream?”“I watched it
on the news last night.”“Do you think we can help?”Officially, another country’s stolen painting
had nothing to do with Scotland Yard. The hunt for The Scream was certain to be tricky and



expensive and likely to be dangerous. “Tell me again,” the police higher-ups were sure to
demand, “why is this our problem?”It wasn’t a bad question. The honest answer, in Detective
Charley Hill’s words, was that the case had “sweet fuck-all to do with policing London. But it’s too
good to miss.”5The Art SquadIn the world of art crime, London is one of the great crossroads.
(The United States, with the single colossal exception of the Gardner theft, is a backwater in
comparison.) Every criminal knows that police in pursuit of thieves tend to lose interest (or
authority) when the crooks leave their jurisdiction. Art, on the other hand, knows no borders; a
van Gogh stolen from a gallery in Geneva and smuggled into Rome retains every dollar of its
value.The law varies from country to country, too, in ways that keep art on the move. In Italy, for
example, if a person buys a painting in good faith from a legitimate dealer, the new owner
immediately becomes the rightful owner whether or not the painting was stolen. Japan is nearly
as permissive: after two years, all sales are final. Steal a painting, hide it for two years, sell it in
Japan, and the buyer can freely hang it for the world to see. In the United States, in contrast, the
rule is that “no one can sell what he does not own,” and the corollary is “buyer beware.” If an
American buys stolen art, even unknowingly, the original owner is entitled to reclaim it.The result
is that stolen paintings and sculptures travel a long and circuitous route through the underworld.
The transactions all take place out of sight because no reputable dealer would sell a stolen work.
Years ago, even well-intentioned dealers might have done so unknowingly. Today, the advent of
computerized databases of stolen art has made it nearly impossible, at least in the case of
masterpieces, for dealers to plead ignorance.So purloined objects pass from hand to hand and
eventually link a cast of characters who, in ordinary circumstances, would barely recognize one
another’s existence. Museum directors perched on the loftiest branches of the art world find
themselves fielding phone calls demanding ransoms from thugs who have never ventured into a
museum except to rob one. Paintings swiped from titled aristocrats who preside over centuries-
old country houses end up in the hands of down-market drug dealers who hide them in plastic
supermarket bags and cram them inside train station lockers.It was the job of the Art Squad to
know that dubious traffic in all its twists and convolutions.The squad was tiny, and honored more
in speeches than in practice. A small group within the much larger Serious and Organised Crime
Unit, the Art Squad never numbered more than half a dozen, often fell as low as two or three,
and occasionally was disbanded altogether. Within Scotland Yard, politics was a rough and
complicated game. For a group whose toehold on power was as precarious as the Art Squad,
the risk of being defined out of existence as part of an “internal reorganization” always loomed
large.Part of the problem was simply that “art” had to do with “culture,” and in the macho world of
policing, anything so effete was suspect. The art detectives themselves hurried to deny any
hoity-toity ways. “People often say to me, ‘You must know so much about art,’ “says Dick Ellis,
one of the top men at the Art Squad for ten years. “The truth is, I know bugger-all about art.”“The
police won’t say so,” remarks Charley Hill, “but what they think is, ‘What’s so important about
pictures, anyway?’ The attitude is, ‘You’ve seen one, you’ve seen ‘em all.’“Which is a difficult
argument to counter,” Hill continues, “when you’re dealing with complete ignoramuses. You can



take the high road all you want, and all they’ll do is write you off as some sort of aesthete who
thinks that pictures are what it’s all about.”Ordinarily, the police are quick to sympathize with
crime victims. But a little old lady who has been knocked on the head is an entirely different
creature from Lord Pifflepuffle, whose estate has a hundred rooms and whose grounds stretch a
thousand acres, and who has lost a painting purchased by his great-grandfather a century ago.
When the loss is a painting and there are dozens more still on the walls, the well of sympathy
can run pretty dry.In so grand a setting, the police are often ill at ease and primed to take
offense. Lord P.’s posh accent may be enough to trigger their resentment, or perhaps his aides
will make the fatal mistake of treating the police like servants. It doesn’t take much.In rare
circumstances—if the stolen painting was a national treasure, say, or if the thieves shot someone
—the hunt for the missing artwork may become a priority. More likely, the police will reason
(silently) that Lord P. was a toff who should be glad he got off so lightly. He was rich, the painting
was probably insured, and, in any event, there are bigger fish to fry.On the question of insurance,
the commonsense assumption of the police—and of the thieves, too—is quite likely wrong. Hard
as it is to believe, a great many paintings worth millions of dollars are not insured. In Britain, for
example, the works of art in the permanent collections of the great public museums, including,
notably, the National Gallery and the Tate, are not insured against theft. The rationale is that “You
do not spend Treasury money twice.” In other words, the public, having provided the funds for
the purchase itself, should not be further burdened with buying insurance.When great paintings
travel from one museum to another for an exhibit, they are insured, but the insurance is “nail to
nail.” It applies only from the moment the works are taken off the wall of their home institution to
the moment they are set back in place. At home the paintings are insured against damage but
not theft. Fire, because it could destroy paintings wholesale, is the nightmare fear for museums.
Theft, which rarely involves more than a painting or two at a time, is seen as a matter for guards
and cameras rather than insurers. The Scream was not insured.American policy is different from
European, and American museums do buy insurance against theft. A small museum might have
a policy that covers $5 million or $10 million worth of art; a world-renowned museum might have
$500 million worth of coverage.Here, too, there are exceptions, and the Gardner was the
exception of exceptions. The museum and the mock-Italian palace that houses it were the
legacy of Isabella Stewart Gardner, the eccentric Boston socialite and patron of the arts. “Mrs.
Jack” died in 1924, but she lives on in the famous portrait by her friend John Singer Sargent, in
countless appealing but dubious anecdotes—she supposedly took a lion cub on a leash for a
walk down Tremont Street—and, above all, in her museum. For years the museum also served
as Mrs. Jack’s home; she lived on the fourth floor, above three floors of carefully gathered
treasures. Gardner’s will stipulated that her paintings be displayed just as she had arranged
them. None was to be sold or even moved. No new works were to elbow their way into the
collection.One consequence was that, though Boston grew ever more bustling as the decades
passed, 2 Palace Road remained an oasis of tranquility. Another was that the museum trustees
decided to forego theft insurance. The customary rationale for insuring art, after all, is to make it



possible to replace objects that have been stolen or damaged. But if any such replacement is
forbidden, why pay insurance year after year? Insuring the collection might even draw thieves
who believed they could steal paintings and hold them for ransom. (So the trustees reasoned. A
contrary view—that, in the event of a theft, the museum would be better off with a check from an
insurance company than with a dead loss—lost out.)So when thieves broke into the Gardner in
the winter of 1990 and walked away with $300 million worth of art, not a single penny of the loss
was covered by insurance.Private owners are often just as reckless. Some are shortsighted.
Others, especially those who have inherited paintings worth a fortune, may lie low in fear they
will draw the notice of the taxman. Still others are once-grand aristocrats, nowadays rich in land
and property but poor in cash, who choose to put their money into replacing a two-acre slate
roof or modernizing centuries-old plumbing rather than into insuring dozens of dusty canvases
passed down through the generations.Surprisingly, in light of how many people choose to do
without it, insurance for art is a bargain. The going rate is a few tenths of a percent, roughly on a
par with homeowner’s insurance; the premium on a million-dollar painting is a few thousand
dollars a year. But the rates are low because the risk of theft is low, and many owners take a
chance. The Duke of Buccleuch, for example, owns an art collection worth some £400 million.
One painting alone, Leonardo da Vinci’s Madonna of the Yarnwinder, stolen in the summer of
2003, was worth perhaps £50 million. The duke had insured his entire collection for £3.2
million.The disdain for art crime on the part of the police is not simply philistinism. The police,
always strapped for money and facing crises on every front, have to choose which crimes to
pursue. They confront a real-life counterpart of the dilemma from freshman philosophy class: Do
you rescue the man crying for help in the window of the burning house, or do you save the
Rembrandt hanging above the mantel?The public, too, prefers that the police focus on “real”
crime rather than on stolen art. Unsolved assaults are scandals; missing paintings are mysteries.
The police have little choice but to show they are fighting all-out to control the crimes that
dominate the television news and the tabloid headlines. “If we should find a drug dealer who’s
also a pedophile and who’s involved in arts and antiques, maybe we’d get something done,”
complains one detective who has been chasing art crooks for thirty years. “But if a villain is
involved in arts and antiques on their own, the police don’t care.”On the same morning that John
Butler, the head of the Art Squad, phoned Charley Hill to talk about The Scream, the Times of
London ran an editorial on the theft. “Who could sell such a painting?” the newspaper asked,
bewildered. “Where could it be hidden? Who would dare receive such stolen property, unless it
was an obsessive millionaire admirer of Munch, ready to risk all for a furtive midnight peep into
his darkened cellar where the icon might be hidden?”Legitimate questions all, but art detectives
snarl at anyone who dares ask them. One reason is impatience; they have work to do, and
outsiders posing questions are a nuisance, like toddlers endlessly demanding, “Why, Daddy?
Tell me why.” An honest answer, moreover, would necessarily be long and involved. An art thief’s
motives are a toxic brew, and psychology is as important as economics. To reduce a thief’s
motives to money is as mistaken as to say that a connoisseur’s sole reason for spending a



million dollars on a painting is beauty.Yes, for a start, thieves steal because they believe the risks
are so low and the potential rewards so high. Just where they will find a buyer, they leave as a
problem for another day. Perhaps a dishonest collector, or the distraught owner, or the owner’s
insurance company. (Often, when a masterpiece is stolen, notices appear promising a reward for
information leading to its return. The iron belief in the underworld, based on the size of those
rewards, is that the black-market value of a painting is ten percent of its legitimate value.)Judged
purely on its business merits, stealing top-flight paintings is a game for suckers only. The
temptation is plain: like heroin and cocaine, masterpieces represent millions of dollars of value
squeezed into a tiny volume. And though smuggling drugs is dangerous, transporting art is easy.
Any shipper would happily carry a painting halfway around the world. If a crook wanted to
bypass UPS or Federal Express, that would be easy, too. He could quite likely saunter through
customs with a Rembrandt in his luggage. On the off chance that an inspector betrayed the
slightest interest, the thief could pass it off as a copy he’d bought for his living room from a
struggling student.But the seeming advantages dissolve like mirages. Other items that combine
colossal value and small size—such as drugs, diamonds, jewelry, and gold and silver artifacts—
are either “faceless” or readily disguised. Rubies and pearls can be plucked from a stolen
necklace and thereby rendered unidentifiable. Diamonds can be recut. Antiquities looted from
archeological digs—and therefore not yet known to scholars or the police—can be sold without
fear that an aggrieved owner will demand the return of his property.Not so for art. A great
painting shouts out its identity (not to sleepy customs agents, perhaps, but certainly to would-be
buyers), and to disguise a masterpiece would quite likely be to destroy it. A painting’s identity,
moreover, extends beyond the canvas. Every important painting trails behind it a written record,
in effect a pedigree, that traces the history of its passage from one owner to the next. No
legitimate buyer would believe for a moment that an undocumented work could be the real thing,
any more than he would believe the tale of a fast-talking stranger who claimed to be the rightful
king of France.If thieves reasoned like ordinary people, these drawbacks would push them away
from art. As the theft of The Scream and countless other paintings demonstrates, though,
thieves carry on undaunted. Beyond the financial motive, the Art Squad has learned over the
years, thieves steal art to show their peers how nervy they are, and to gain trophies they can
flaunt, and to see their crimes splashed across the headlines, and to stick it to those in power.
Thieves steal, too, because they use paintings as black-market currency for deals with their
fellow crooks. For the police, it becomes a game of Follow the Bouncing Ball: a Picasso stolen
from a weekend house in the Dordogne passes through the hands of a French gang, which sells
it to one based in Amsterdam, which in turn sells it to drug dealers in Turkey, where it serves as a
down payment for a shipment of heroin that ends up on the streets of London.Especially when it
comes to the most famous paintings, thieves’ motives often have as much to do with bragging
rights as with anything tangible. Stealing an old master wins the thief kudos: he gains the envy
and admiration of his set. The painting as a work of art is beside the point; crooks are seldom, if
ever, art connoisseurs. A Rembrandt with a £5 million price tag is desirable because it is the



ultimate trophy. In other circles, a man might achieve the same goal by buying a Rolls Royce or
climbing Everest or shooting a lion and mounting its head on the wall.The longer the odds, the
greater the coup. In 1997, for instance, a thief in London strode into the posh Lefevre Gallery and
asked if a particular portrait was by Picasso. Told that it was, he took out a shotgun, grabbed the
painting, and hurried into a waiting taxi. The risk and the pizzazz were the point—an armed
robbery, in midday, in midtown, with the ultimate brand-name as the prize. What ambitious young
thief could resist the challenge?Questions about why thieves do what they do grate on
detectives’ nerves because they imply, as the detectives see it, that criminals are complex,
misunderstood, intriguing figures. Why do thieves steal art? Detectives bark out a short answer,
which is more a warning to back off than an explanation: “Because they do.” Why do bullies beat
up weaklings? Why do gangsters shoot their rivals?Come back to it again. Why do thieves steal
masterpieces?“Because they want to and they can.”When The Scream disappeared, the
Norwegian police asked themselves the usual questions about who might have done it. As the
days went by, they added one more: Why haven’t we heard from the thieves?From the start, the
Norwegians had assumed that the thieves who had taken The Scream intended to hold it for
ransom. “Artnapping,” after all, offers the advantages of kidnapping without all the fuss. No one
needs to feed a stolen painting or keep it quiet or watch over it day and night; a painting cannot
put up a fight or scream for help or testify in court. And if everything goes wrong and the police
begin closing in, a painting can always be flung into a trashcan or tossed onto a bonfire.But first
days passed, and then weeks, and still the thieves kept silent.Scotland Yard had begun mulling
over the case as soon as the story broke, before it had any official role to play. The first
challenge, the detectives on the Art Squad reckoned, would be to devise a way to lure the
thieves out from hiding.“What can we use as a plan?” John Butler asked Charley Hill.“Give me a
quarter of an hour, and I’ll think of something.”It was a Monday morning in February 1994, a cold,
bleak day. Butler was in London. Hill happened to be on assignment to Europol, the European
counterpart of the international police organization Interpol. He was based in The Hague,
Holland, in a dank slab of a building by a busy road and a frozen canal. In World War II, it had
served as a regional Gestapo headquarters.For a restless, moody man like Hill, life tethered to a
desk was purgatory. On the other hand, few pleasures matched the thrill of dueling with a crew of
cunning, malevolent thieves. Hill put down the phone and leaned back contentedly in his chair.
He stretched his long legs, closed his eyes, and tried to put himself inside the mind of a crook
who had snatched one of the most famous works of the twentieth century.How to coax a thief
like that into the open? Hill reviewed some of his undercover roles. Typically he played a shady
American or Canadian businessman, a wheeler-dealer who traveled in expensive but flashy
circles, an outgoing man who liked to talk and drink late into the night and who might reveal, as
the hours slipped by, that he could snarl as well as smile.The tone of these intimate
performances—and the audience—varied from job to job. One week, Hill might find himself
playing a swindler looking to buy counterfeit bills, and the next, he might be passing himself off
as a crooked collector in the market for a stolen painting. As a swindler, Hill would likely curse



and carry on. Playing a connoisseur, he would turn down the bluster and threats and instead
conjure up a bit of what he calls “art chat.” A soliloquy on Turner’s use of light and shade might
do nicely.Perhaps Hill’s allotted quarter-hour had gone by, but not by much. He smiled to himself
and picked up the phone to tell Butler his plan.6The Rescue ArtistCharley Hill is a tall, round-
faced man with curly brown hair and thick glasses. He is half-English and half-American, and his
biography sounds as if a careless clerk had stapled together pages from several different
résumés. Born in England but raised mostly in the United States (with a couple of stints in
Germany thrown in), Hill is an ex-soldier and ex-Fulbright scholar who flirted with academia, and
then the church, and eventually landed a job as a cop walking a beat in some of London’s diciest
neighborhoods.A stranger seeing Hill on the street might take him for an academic (though one
less rumpled than most) or a businessman whose daydreams turned on balance sheets and
bottom lines. A closer look would spur second thoughts. Hill swaggers when he walks, as if the
sidewalk were his private property. He can be charming and engaging—especially if the
conversation has turned to one of his pet topics, like naval history—but he is restless and
impatient, with a bad temper that flashes unpredictably. A sudden glare or a slammed telephone
serve as hints that perhaps this would not be a good man to cross.His speech tends toward the
formal, but the scholar and the cop often collide head-on in his conversation. A sentence that
begins with Charley quoting Edmund Burke on liberty may well end up with a reference to some
“lying sack of shit.”Hill’s accent, too, is an odd mix. To Americans, he sounds almost, but not
quite, familiar—Canadian, perhaps, or Australian? The English find him similarly hard to place. Is
he English? Perhaps there’s a bit of Ireland in his speech?In time, Hill came to specialize in
undercover work. At home in all the worlds he had passed through in his zigzag life—or in none
of them—he found he could effortlessly win the confidence of a gang of thugs drinking in a dive
or a party of art lovers strolling through a gallery. Unlike a character actor, who fits in so well with
his surroundings that he can scarcely be recalled later, Hill does not disappear into his roles. He
prefers, instead, to pose as an exotic stranger, an outsider but one worth doing business with.In
the small world of art crooks and art cops, Hill stands nearly alone. On both sides of the law, the
prudent strategy is to focus on art below the highest rank. From a thief’s point of view, the best
paintings to steal are ones good enough to command high prices but not so stellar that they
shout trouble; from an investigator’s vantage point, where the focus is on closing cases, stolen
paintings are worth chasing only if the odds of success are high. A long shot, even if it might
yield the painting of a lifetime, is too risky. Quantity trumps quality. “We fish with nets,” explains
the head of a private firm in the art recovery business. “For us, it’s an industrial process. Charley
Hill is like a man fishing with a rod. He’s looking for the biggest fish.”More often than anyone else,
he’s landed them. Vermeer, Goya, and Titian are among the prizes. In twenty years Hill has
recovered masterpieces worth well over $100 million.Families have their own cultures, just as
countries do. In Charley Hill’s family—his father an American soldier, his mother an embodiment
of glamour and English elegance—the favorite stories all sounded the same notes: war, heroes,
romance, tragedy. Charley Hill drank deep from those heady waters. The catch is that he came



to believe fervently in two utterly opposed ideas. On the one hand, Hill is a true-blue believer in
heroes and villains and fighting for the good cause, no matter how hopeless the odds. He is,
simultaneously, a deep-dyed cynic and skeptic who believes in his bones that the race is not to
the swift but to the con man who paid off the official timer.In many ways, Hill is the world’s oldest
Boy Scout. He would be thrilled to find a little old lady who needed help crossing the street. If he
is walking in a park, he picks up discarded bags of potato chips and chucked-out beer cans, to
throw away later. When any of his friends flies in to Heathrow, Hill will be waiting eagerly to greet
them, no matter how ghastly the hour and how miserable the traffic he has fought through. He
will be near the front of the crowd with a big grin plastered on his face and a bottle of water in his
hands, in case the flight has left the new arrival a bit dry.
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Judith, “nor are they particularly smart. A lot of art in museums and stately .... The world of art
theft is not as glamorous as we might think. The idea that art is stolen so that selfish rich people
can secretly own masterpieces turns out to be a myth. Art thieves aren't attractive types, nor are
they particularly smart. A lot of art in museums and stately private homes is woefully under
protected, and indeed, under insured. In a world of violent crimes, police are often reluctant to
put much of their resources into art crime. Enter Charley Hill, a Scotland yard undercover
detective and art lover whose passion is saving masterpieces before they can be damaged and
lost to us forever. The premise of this book is Charley Hill's successful effort to rescue The
Scream after it is stolen in Norway. Along the way author Edward Dolnick takes us on many side
trips to learn about other art crimes. It's a fascinating topic, and Dolnick really has a clever way
of turning a phrase. If you enjoyed this book, you might also enjoy The Art Detective by Philip
Mould, an art expert from the British version of the Antiques Roadshow. Another good one
about art crime is Priceless by Robert K. Wittman, a former FBI agent assigned to art crimes.”

Bart Mills, “the shambolic quest to retrieve 'the scream'. The theft of an irreplaceable work of art
is perhaps the most outrageous and fascinating crime our civilization can imagine. A jewel
robbery is a terrible piece of effrontery, never mind the value of the object, but even the rarest
gem is replaceable, or nearly so. Identity theft can make our blood boil, but it’s not as
consequential as its analogue, kidnapping. If criminals can ever be romanticized, art thieves
qualify for a Hollywood gloss. They must have taste, they must be gentlemen—and they are
often portrayed that way.Edward Dolnick says, “Phooey!” In “The Rescue Artist,” his breezy,
entertaining survey of art crime and art criminals, he shows that art thieves are just like most
other thieves, only dumber. He wraps his anecdotal survey around a close examination of the
1994 theft of Edvard Munch’s “The Scream,” as told from the point of view of the detective who
led the effort to get the painting back, Charley Hill. Hill comes on as a master of the long con,
assuming just the right undercover identity to wrest the stolen artwork back without actually
paying anything for it. It’s an almost comical quest, as Hill maneuvers around clueless
Norwegian police and incompetent museum security personnel, to get close to the villains who
are close to the dumbos who took the painting.“The Rescue Artist” couldn’t be filmed, because it
disposes of all the master-criminal clichés Hollywood adores. But it makes a fascinating story.”

RH3, “Thieves and art are strange bedfellows. Very interesting account of the theft of Scream.
The book is excellent at giving an overview of the ways in which museums operate in protecting
or not protecting their art collections and the public's romanticized view of art thieves. A good
book for those interested in art, police undercover work, and the more infamous criminals who
have dabbled in art heists.”

Kevin N Shenoy, “Not necessarily a book simply about the Scream painting. The negative



reviewers are correct. The book rambles in the middle. Of 300+ pages, I'd say maybe 100-125
are solely on the theft and recovery of the Scream painting.If you wanted to know just about the
Scream painting, the rest of the book is a bit tedious. The rest of it is about art theft in general
and how it isn't really like hollywood movies such as The Thomas Crowne make it out to
be.However, I rated it four stars because even when I thought, "where is this going? I want to
deal with Scream and not this random robbery," I was still totally engrossed. I wasn't flipping
pages (or whatever we call skimming on the kindle). I read the stories and they were
fascinating.The reason I didn't give it 5 stars (and i thought about it seriously) is because of the
coverage about Charley Hill. It tried so hard to make him a deeper, more intelligent person and
wanted to unveil him gloriously. I got the sense that Hill was a cool guy, but that the author was
repeating the same thing. "He isn't afraid of danger, hates authority, spends a lot of time to
detail." And even though he is heroic and puts his life on the line, you just get the sense that the
author's admiration for Hill's persona is much bigger than what Hill has to offer. I didn't see Hill as
a complex character, yet i felt like the author was trying to sell that theme heavly.I liked Hill as a
character, but i just got a sense that the author loved hill more than the reader ends up liking him.
As a result it can be distracting. It's like watching a friend return from college and talk about his
new college friends and meeting the friends and thinking, "meh, they seem nice, but i don't know
if they are as awesome as advertised."In the end, if you are looking for an interesting book that
reads easy during the summer, this is a good one to have.”

Jennifer, “As thrilling as great fiction - yet all true. What an incredible story! This is as thrilling as
some of your better fiction reads, yet is all true. I would love to have a beer with Charley
Hill.Highly recommended for anyone interested in learning more about how real art detectives
work.”

mmmm, “Seedy adventures in high art!. I just finished Edward Dolnick's new book, _The Rescue
Artist_. It is a fun read filled with madcap, Damon Runyonesque characters who would be hard
to make up. This book, with the theft of Edvard Munch's "The scream" as its main story, covers
the underside of the art world. As a person who enjoys art and goes to museums, I certainly
never imagined that works of art would be held as ransom by political groups. Dolnick delves
into the hows and why of art heists, and how detectives track down the paintings most
importantly, and often the thieves. I recommend this book to anyone who likes a good adventure
"story".  You don't even have to be interested in art!”

M. Flaherty, “Great Tale. I thoroughly enjoyed this rambling story of Charley Hill and the
underworld of art thievery. Yes, the author can jump between thefts to make a point but the
overall effect is surprisingly upbeat even though it seems the disappearance of great art is never
ending.”



Miss Mapp, “A Real Life Crime Story. The story of this book begins with the theft of Edvard
Munch's iconic painting The Scream from the National Gallery in Oslo. Although by no means a
sophisticated theft, the painting disappears. The narrative features an undercover cop from
London, Charley Hill, who forms a plan to recover the painting.Former journalist Edward Dolnick
writes fluently and grippingly. He describes Charley Hill and his methods, but also tells the story
of other art thefts and their perpertrators, if known.He also addresses the question of who
carries out art thefts, and what can the thieves do with the paintings or artefacts once they are
stolen. How do the thieves make money, if they do, and how can they be caught? Art theft is a
huge problem and paintings are treated by the thieves and press as commodities, although
stealing a work by a master from a Museum also deprives the public of sharing their beauty.This
is an excellent book and an exciting read. It also contains interesting illustrations, which is not
always the case with books about art thefts.I would also highly recommend Edward Dolnick's
book The Forger's Spell, about a master art forger.”

R Helen, “A real James Bond!. This was a really fun book to read. Charlie Hill's life is almost like
a James Bond film. There is lots of excitement, undercover agents, dangerous criminals, loads
of money, and priceless works of art. You hardly realize you are reading non-fiction and this is
actually someone's life!My biggest question has always been, "Why would someone steal a
picture as famous as The Scream? Who would buy such a painting?" Edward Dolnick explains
this and much more, giving us a glimpse into the world of stolen art.I would definitely
recommend this book. My only problem was the author's excessive use of bad language. I
suppose this was to give us a better feel for the characters, but my personal opinion is that bad
language takes away from the narrative. Dolnick uses it even in places where it is not necessary
and I personally do not enjoy that style of writing. Otherwise, a great book!”

Jose, “"The Scream" comes to life in this well-told story. Great again. I had read The Forger's
Spell before this, and am happy that The Rescue Artist runs on its own engine. The Charley Hill
character is memorable, and Dolnick breathed life to The Scream.”

Catherine Keane, “Fascinating. The book, in English, reads like à who done it except this time it's
all true. I wouldn't love to have met Hill - the investigator - a rare character indeed.”

Daniel MacKenzie, “Great story, easy read Hard to believe it is .... Great story, easy readHard to
believe it is true”

The book by Edward Dolnick has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 129 people have provided feedback.
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